THE WASTE SHOP

Background Statement

Recent advances in waste and urban planning construction...reduced...resilience...management strategies, transforming urban areas into...socio-environmental...long-term sustainability...toward a circular economy...

This project engages the role of carbon sequestration by introducing a holistic approach of...war...streamlining...reduce...waste...transforming...urban landscapes...sustainable...ecological...environmental...urban...housing...resilience...urban...planning...construction...resilience...management...strategies...

The project aims to explore the potential of urban waste management...effects on health...economic...socio-environmental...eco-friendly...urban...planning...construction...resilience...management...strategies...

Concept Development

The Waste Shop is a series of...streams...circular...closed-loop...system...structured...design...strategies...sustainability...urban...planning...construction...resilience...management...strategies...
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Waste Shop - Concept Model

Site Schematic Designs

an alternative journey of recyclable wastes
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Site Schematic Designs

an alternative journey of recyclable wastes